I DO EVERYTHING FOR
MY GIRLFRIEND & GET
NOTHING IN RETURN!
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Be optimistic.
If one is having an issue, the other can fix it. If both are indulged
in pessimism, it becomes impossible to deal with
misunderstandings and hard times.

Look at the bright aspects.
If you have been treating her in an ideal way and in return, she
did not materialize your expectations for a long time, your
relationship had ended a long time ago.

Think Positive.
If one can think positively, he is enjoying one of the best
blessings of God, as positive thinking leads to the valleys and
values of happiness.

Consider her situation and point of view.
Sometimes we just think about ourselves and our priorities. We
seldom try to consider the situation and opinion of our dear and
near ones.

Be limited in your expectations.
The happiest are those who are limited in their expectations. To
burn oneself, if there is a hell on earth, it is the home of his own
expectations to others.

Acquire some of her hobbies.
Acquiring some of her hobbies will give a new touch to your
mutual understanding. It will also help you in spending quality
time with each other.

Work on your inner and outer looks.
When we consider the relationship, good looks and the
sweetness of the tongue show perfection to each other.
Everyone likes a cleaned body and courtesy in behavior.

Think above the Materialistic Stuff.
If you think that giving your girlfriend materialistic stuff is
enough, you are wrong. You need to have an emotional bond
with her, too.

Don’t take charge of her life.
If you intend to make your girlfriend happy in the gilded cage,
which means taking charge of her life, you will not succeed. We
can’t make others happy.

Have communication & be a good listener.
Understanding between love birds is very important. Better
sittings of communication, with the intent of listening, render the
best results.
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